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Women Of The Depression Caste
Emmy Award nominee Phillipa Soo, best known for her work in "Hamilton," will join the cast of Apple TV+ original series "Shining Girls," according to a report on Thursday.

'Hamilton' star Phillipa Soo joins cast of Apple TV+ thriller 'Shining Girls'
Behind the scenes a host of startups are working to improve athletes' performance, mental health, and even bank accounts.
Meet the Startups Helping Olympians Realize Their Dreams
The series is described as a revelatory reframing of American leadership, told through the lens of the women at the heart ... Deal Coalition during the Great Depression and defining modern liberalism.

Kiefer Sutherland Cast as Franklin D. Roosevelt in Showtime’s ‘The First Lady’
Simone Biles withdrew from the individual all-around competition at the Tokyo Olympics on Wednesday, a day after she shocked the world by pulling out of the team event.

Biles out of next event, mental health in Games spotlight
That many women took on new roles in munitions factories during the First World War is well-known. But what surprised author Lou Kuenzler was just how young many of these workers were – and that they ...

Young guns: the women and children of WW1 munitions factories
The Why Women Kill season 2 finale premieres today on Paramount+. The plot has grown thicker throughout each episode of this tumultuous season, leaving characters’ dirty laundry on full display as ...

How to Watch ‘Why Women Kill’ season 2 finale
Liberty and justice don’t fall from a tree. Reliance only on personal self-interest will not produce liberty and justice for all.

American freedom is defined by those who've known the shackles of oppression | Opinion
Three architects, three journalists and two designers gathered over Zoom to make a list of the most influential and lasting buildings that have been erected — or cleverly updated — since World War II.

The 25 Most Significant Works of Postwar Architecture
Hulu kicks off August with just a few new TV releases. On Wednesday came the first two seasons of crime documentary
The Devil You Know. It follows a journalist who enters the home of self-proclaimed ...

**Hulu: 38 of the best TV series to binge-watch tonight**
Even more impressive is the fact that she’s already been nominated for an Academy Award — best supporting actress for “Little Women ... worth of the entire cast — Scarlett Johansson ...

**The Net Worths of the ‘Black Widow’ Cast**
one would understand that problem is multi-pronged and mired in caste, class, age, and social background. However, particularly striking is the phenomenon of teenage depression, especially among ...

**Understanding adolescent psychology and support networks**
The series is described as a revelatory reframing of American leadership, told through the lens of the women at the heart ... worst economy since the Great Depression, while his wife, Betty ...

**'The First Lady' — release date, cast, plot, trailer and all you need to know**
Virgin River' may not be one of the most expensive shows produced on Netflix but it is a ratings hit because it does one thing differently.

**‘Virgin River’: The Show Continues to Be a Massive Hit on Netflix for 1 Reason**
Nearly one third of long Covid sufferers have recently experienced depression, research suggests, as an MP warned that the shadow cast by the ... said they were unsure. Women, disabled adults ...

**Almost a third of long Covid sufferers have experienced depression**
The beginning of August brought a ton of new TV shows to Netflix. The essentials, available now: 30 Rock (seasons 1 through 7) and Friday Night Lights (seasons 1 through 5). A couple of newer shows ...
Netflix: The 50 best TV series to stream tonight
Women are the cornerstone of any soap, let’s all accept that as a given. But Emmerdale is getting it so spot on with its storylines, relationship and cast right now. The iconic queens at the ... 

From Meena to Kim, the women have shot Emmerdale to the top of its game
The series is described as a revelatory reframing of American leadership, told through the lens of the women at the heart ... More from Variety Showtime Fills Out Cast for Drama Pilot ‘Let the ...  
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